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STRATIFICATION AND DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION

As EPs, our goal is not to diagnose the condition of coronary heart disease but, rather, to stratify patients’ risk and identify those at risk for imminent cardiac ischemia and poor outcomes. EPs use several methods and modalities to evaluate this very heterogeneous patient group, each of which has benefits and limitations. Aside from a comprehensive history and physical examination, standard adjuncts include an ECG, serial cardiac biomarker measurements, and some choice of cardiac imaging. The ECG, though often considered the principal diagnostic tool in cardiac evaluation, is the most basic and rapid way to image the heart. Elevations in available cardiac biomarkers indicate the end result of ischemic myocardium and signify myocardial necrosis or cell death. Cardiac imaging indirectly reflects cardiac anatomy and tissue function with the goal of revealing occult cellular ischemia at risk for cell death. Cardiac imaging can be performed with the patient at rest or under physical or pharmacologic stress.

The goal of this chapter is to familiarize the reader with common cardiac imaging modalities used in the ED for the evaluation of this difficult and high-risk population. This chapter focuses on the most common and established cardiac imaging modalities of echocardiography and myocardial perfusion nuclear imaging. An example of how these modalities might be incorporated into an ED patient evaluation protocol is also presented. Finally, we briefly highlight the new and promising cardiac imaging capabilities of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

ELECTROCARDIOGRAM

An ECG should be obtained within 10 minutes of a patient’s arrival at the ED. Though often considered to be the most important diagnostic and prognostic tool available, ECGs rather primitively indicate only gross electrical derangements caused by dead or dying muscle tissue. Serial ECGs during progression or regression of a patient’s symptoms can be helpful, similar to procuring prior ECGs from a previous medical visit.

Common errors in reading ECGs include distinguishing between true posterior and right ventricular ischemia. A true
Though not usually considered to be a cardiac imaging modality, the chest radiograph is an important diagnostic tool in the evaluation of patients with chest pain. Probably the most useful function of the chest radiograph lies in identifying or suggesting alternative diagnoses for the patient’s symptoms. Chest radiographs are safe and result in relatively low radiation exposure (0.02 millisievert) when compared with the cardiac-specific modalities (see Table 56.1). Pneumothorax or pneumonia can be identified on a chest radiograph. Mediastinal widening, apical capping of pleural fluid, tracheal deviation, or displacement of intimal calcium from the outer vessel wall may indicate aortic dissection. An enlarged cardiac silhouette may signify the presence of a pericardial effusion or, if seen together with pulmonary congestion, congestive heart failure. Pulmonary emboli may be accompanied by focal oligemia, wedge-based densities, or enlarged pulmonary arteries on chest radiographs. Every patient with chest discomfort should have a chest radiograph taken before additional evaluation.

<p>| Table 56.1 Approximate Radiation Exposure with Common Imaging Studies as Part of Cardiac Evaluation |
|---------------------------------|---------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STUDY</th>
<th>MEAN EFFECTIVE DOSE (MILLISIEVERTS)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chest radiograph</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Echocardiogram</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myocardial perfusion imaging</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) scan</td>
<td>1.2-2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computed tomographic (CT) angiography of the chest (noncoronary)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT angiography (coronary)</td>
<td>8-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percutaneous coronary intervention</td>
<td>7-15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


EXERCISE TREADMILL TESTING

Graded exercise testing is a popular method of cardiac stress testing in both the inpatient and outpatient settings. Many of the early ED accelerated diagnostic protocols used this test after initial risk stratification via cardiac biomarkers and the ECG. This was the beginning of chest pain unit protocols and the ability to appropriately risk-stratify ED patients with chest pain within 6 to 12 hours. Outcomes at 6 to 12 months have been found to be similar with very few adverse events between patients admitted to the hospital and those cared for in an ED chest pain unit setting. Although exercise treadmill testing has a lower positive predictive value (great proportion of false-positive results) than some other more contemporary myocardial perfusion imaging (MPI) modalities, its use still diminishes unnecessary admissions.

Selection criteria for exercise testing are more restrictive than those for other imaging modalities. Patients must be able to walk on a treadmill, and findings on the ECG should be normal or show no new changes. Agents such as dobutamine, dipyridamole, adenosine, or regadenoson can be used in lieu of exercise. Although exercise testing is slowly being supplanted by studies offering more detailed functional information, it is still a major tool in many centers (Fig. 56.1).

TIPS AND TRICKS

Meet the patient’s expectations by explaining the process and time requirements for a comprehensive risk stratification protocol.

Even after a negative rest protocol result, be sure to emphasize to the patient the need to pursue further stress testing and risk factor modification.

Determine the patient’s ability to exercise before sending the patient for an exercise study. Many patients cannot exercise sufficiently for adequate results and ultimately need pharmacologically induced stress to maintain their heart rate in the appropriate range.

ECHOCARDIOGRAPHY

REST ECHOCARDIOGRAM

Two-dimensional rest echocardiography enables real-time visualization of the anatomy and physiology of the heart and thereby provides an abundant amount of diagnostic information in patients seen in the ED. The procedure itself is safe, painless, and without radiation. In some patients with chest pain, a rest echocardiogram is a sensitive bedside test that can be an important tool in guiding diagnosis, therapeutic interventions, and final disposition of the patient.
Echocardiography is a comprehensive diagnostic tool for a number of conditions, including cardiac ischemia, acute pulmonary embolism, pericardial effusion, aortic dissection, pericarditis, hypertrophic cardiomyopathy, mitral valve prolapse, and aortic stenosis (Box 56.1).

Rest echocardiography has an important role in risk stratification of patients in the ED with potential myocardial ischemia. In a healthy heart, increases in heart rate and myocardial contractility are seen with cardiac stress. In patients with myocardial ischemia, segmental changes can be seen with rest echocardiography, including decreased wall thickness during stress, a decrease or no change in the ejection fraction, and ST-segment depression or abnormal T wave patterns.

**DEFINITIONS:**

1. **Typical angina:**
   1) Substernal chest pain or discomfort that is 2) provoked by exertion or emotional stress and 3) relieved by rest and/or nitroglycerin

2. **Cardiac marker timing:** based on symptom onset; in cases of uncertainty assume symptom onset at ED arrival

3. **ECG normal:** no significant ST depression/T wave inversions, BBB, LVH with repolarization, conduction defect, digoxin effect

4. **Anginal equivalent:**
   - Any symptoms that the physician feels may represent ACS
   - Exertional dyspnea—most common anginal equivalent symptom

5. **ACS:**
   - STE-ACS—1 mm ST elevation in 2 leads
   - NSTE-ACS—positive cardiac biomarkers
   - Unstable angina—ischemia with negative biomarkers

6. **New significant ECG changes:**
   - ST Δs ≥ 0.5 mm; resolve when asymptomatic
   - ST depression ≥ 1 mm in 2 leads
   - T wave inversion ≥ 2 mm in 2 leads

7. **Regadenoson** is preferred agent for chemical nuclear stress test. Technitium Tc 99m tetrofosmin is the preferred tacer.

**Fig. 56.1 Stress test algorithm.** ACS, Acute coronary syndrome; BBB, bundle branch block; DM, diabetes mellitus; ECG, electrocardiogram; echo, echocardiography; ED, emergency department; GTX, graded exercise test; LVH, left ventricular hypertrophy; NSTE, non–ST-segment elevation; NSTEMI, NSTE myocardial infarction; STE, ST-segment elevation; y/o, years old.

**BOX 56.1 Conditions Detected by Echocardiography**

Cardiac ischemia
Hypertrophic cardiomyopathy
Aortic dissection
Pericarditis
Mitral valve prolapse
Aortic stenosis
Acute pulmonary embolism
Pericardial effusion
fraction, and regional wall motion abnormalities. The diagnostic accuracy of rest echocardiography depends on several factors, including proximity in time to the patient’s symptoms, size of the myocardium affected, depth of the ischemic myocardial tissue, and limitations of the specific-generation technology being used. For these reasons, several studies have reported widely varying positive predictive (31% to 100%) and negative predictive (57% to 98%) values for detecting myocardial ischemia in the acute setting. Preliminary data indicate a potential ED use of echocardiographic contrast agents, which are absorbed by healthy myocardium and thereby more able to identify subtle regional wall motion abnormalities. Finally, EPs are continuing to gain prowess in bedside ultrasonography. However, at this point, focused cardiac ultrasound by EPs includes only a binary assessment (normal versus depressed) of global cardiac function.

STRESS ECHOCARDIOGRAM

Stress echocardiography provides additional diagnostic capability in detecting inducible wall motion abnormalities in patients who may have normal wall motion at rest. A stress echocardiogram can be performed immediately after the patient undergoes physical stress through the use of a treadmill or bike. Alternatively, if the patient is unable or unwilling to undergo exercise, pharmacologic stress with agents such as dobutamine can be used. Dobutamine is an adrenergic-stimulating agent that raises myocardial oxygen demand by increasing contractility, blood pressure, and heart rate. Dobutamine stress echocardiography (DSE) has performed well in providing excellent negative predictive value (NPV) for the diagnosis of obstructive coronary artery disease. The greatest diagnostic benefit of stress echocardiography is to provide prognostic information in patients with an intermediate pretest probability of having coronary artery disease. This may include patients with some combination of coronary risk factors (hypertension, smoking history, diabetes) and atypical angina, patients with typical angina without risk factors, and patients with abnormal baseline ECG findings. Studies have shown that these patients can be safely discharged from the ED with outpatient follow-up if the results of DSE are negative. In one ED study, DSE had NPVs of 98.8% for all cardiac events (hospital admission for angina and revascularization procedure) and 99.6% for hard cardiac events (cardiac death and nonfatal myocardial infarction). In several other studies, the NPV of DSE in patients undergoing ED chest pain protocols ranged from 91% to 96% for cardiac events at 6 months.

MYOCARDIAL PERFUSION IMAGING

MPI involves the injection of a radioisotope such as thallous chloride Tl 201 (thallium) or technetium Tc 99m radiopharmaceuticals and imaging of its uptake and diffusion through cardiac tissue. One important advantage of Tc 99m is that unlike Tl 201, it distributes to areas of highest myocardial perfusion and does not redistribute to other areas over time. This property allows the practitioner to inject the patient with the radionuclide agent during or proximate to the patient’s symptoms at rest and obtain the images several hours later.

MPI has gained wide acceptance for the diagnosis of myocardial ischemia in a variety of patient populations traditionally difficult to diagnose, such as women, asymptomatic diabetic patients, patients with existing ECG abnormalities such as left bundle branch block, and patients with severe renal disease. Gated single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT) with an attenuation correction has made MPI even more valuable in the ED setting. With multilead SPECT systems, imaging can often be completed in less than 10 minutes. Also with SPECT, inferior and posterior abnormalities and small areas of infarction can be identified, as well as the occluded blood vessels and the mass of infarcted and viable myocardium. Several landmark trials have shown a high NPV for MPI in the ED evaluation of chest discomfort. Although thallium imaging is more established, the diffusion kinetics of technetium Tc 99m makes it more desirable in the ED setting.

ELECTRON BEAM COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY AND COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHIC CORONARY ANGIOGRAPHY

Multidetector CT, also known as “ultrafast” CT or CT angiography, has emerged as a highly sensitive means by which to detect calcium in the atherosclerotic lesions of coronary arteries. In addition, CT coronary angiography using 64-slice scanners can accurately visualize the coronary arteries in a large majority of patients. The results are typically given as a calcium score, which does not reflect a potential acute thrombus. CT also imparts the additive advantage of being able to visualize other potentially significant conditions, such as

FACTS AND FORMULAS

The myocardium takes up technetium 99m proportional to blood flow; unlike thallium 201, technetium 99m is redistributed minimally after injection. This feature allows delayed imaging after the initial radioisotope injection. Perfusion defects signify areas of acute ischemia, acute infarction, or old scar and hence have to be interpreted cautiously in patients with a preexisting history of acute coronary syndrome or coronary artery disease. Radiation exposure with different cardiac imaging techniques varies widely and should be a consideration in the most appropriate choice for each patient. Such exposure is particularly important in patients who undergo multiple or repeated studies. See Table 56.1.

Contemporary 64-slice computed tomography (CT) scanners generate images with the spatial resolution of 0.4 mm and a temporal resolution of 83 to 165 msec. Although traditional coronary angiography has a spatial resolution of 0.15 mm and a temporal resolution of 0.33 sec, CT angiography can yield sufficient diagnostic data in many patients. To facilitate adequate imaging for CT angiography, patients may undergo beta-blocker therapy to achieve a heart rate of approximately 60 beats/min.
pulmonary embolism and aortic dissection (“triple rule out”). Both these modalities show promise in the risk stratification of low- to moderate-risk patients with chest pain. Possible limitations include availability of this technology and radiologists or cardiologists to read these studies in real time. The previous requirement of lowering the patient’s heart rate grows less necessary with advanced multislice source technologies. The results from ongoing studies will help determine the optimal role of CT in cardiac evaluation.

**MAGNETIC RESONANCE IMAGING**

Current research continues to explore new and hopefully more effective imaging strategies for the evaluation of patients with chest discomfort in the ED. MRI can be used to determine both myocardial perfusion and regional wall motion abnormalities, including transient stunning after an ischemic event. Several studies have shown its utility in the diagnosis of acute coronary syndrome, and recent clinical trials have demonstrated its potential value in identifying atherosclerotic lesions and vulnerable plaque. We currently believe that limited availability and high cost preclude MRI from becoming a standard, acceptable modality until further studies demonstrate a decisive advantage over nuclear imaging or echocardiography.

**EXAMPLE OF A CHEST PAIN UNIT PROTOCOL THAT USES RISK STRATIFICATION AND CARDIAC IMAGING**

Each institution should develop cardiac evaluation protocols based on the risk profile of its population and the availability of imaging modalities and in collaboration with emergency medicine, radiology, and cardiology physicians. Specific protocols and imaging modalities vary among locations and institutions. Figure 56.2 shows an example of a chest pain unit protocol at a large urban center.

---

**PATIENT TEACHING TIPS**

Patients experiencing chest discomfort with or without the classic associated symptoms should call their emergency response system (i.e., 911) instead of driving to the nearest hospital.

To provide appropriate risk stratification, chest discomfort evaluation protocols may take several hours to finish.

A right-sided infarction and posterior infarction are separate clinical entities identified by separate and specific electrocardiographic findings.

Even after a negative rest imaging evaluation result, the patient should arrange for further risk assessment and stress imaging with a primary care physician or cardiologist.

Therapeutic lifestyle modifications and attention to modifiable cardiac risk factors should be part of any evaluation protocol.

The patient should keep copies of the imaging records, including a copy of the latest electrocardiogram, in a personal health file. These records can be tremendously useful to other physicians if further emergency cardiac evaluation is required.

---

**RED FLAGS**

For nuclear imaging, the best results are obtained if the radionuclide is injected while the patient is experiencing symptoms or is undergoing exercise or pharmacologic stress.

Many protocols for stress testing preclude proximate caffeine ingestion. Make sure to note the patient’s prior caffeine intake and to have the patient avoid the inadvertent ingestion of any caffeine-containing product (regular or decaffeinated coffee, tea, soft drinks, and chocolate) during the initial evaluation phase.

Know the difference in the electrocardiographic findings of an inferior, right ventricular, and posterior infarction.

The pharmacy or nuclear medicine department regulates the supply of any nuclear imaging agent. If these agents are unused for a time, they expire and must be discarded. Additional preparation or acquisition of fresh agent may cause the work-up of an individual patient to be delayed.

Even if the cardiac imaging and evaluation results are negative, alternative diagnoses such as aortic dissection, peptic ulcer disease, and pulmonary embolism should be considered. Patients should leave the emergency department with some idea about what may be causing their symptoms.

Two nuclear imaging studies, such as a technetium Tc 99m sestamibi scan and a ventilation-perfusion (V/Q) lung scan, cannot be performed within the same 24-hour period. If the differential diagnosis includes pulmonary embolism, alternative and complementary imaging modalities may have to be used.

Exercise and pharmacologic stress studies require that the patient’s heart rate rise to appropriate levels. The emergency physician should be cautious about starting beta-blocker therapy in patients who will undergo stress studies in the emergency department. Although beta-blockade is a standard treatment in patients with myocardial ischemia, it can hamper the physician’s ability to perform risk stratification for low-risk patients because it results in nondiagnostic stress evaluations.
EVALUATION OF PATIENTS FOR ACUTE CORONARY SYNDROME

History
Physical examination
12-lead ECG

A
STEMI or new LBBB
PCI

B
• CP/anginal equivalent with h/o CAD, CRI, PVD, age ≥ 70, or high clinical suspicion
• ST $\Delta s \geq 0.5$ mm; resolve when asymptomatic
• ST depression ≥ 1 mm in 2 leads
• T wave inversion ≥ 2 mm in 2 leads
• Positive cardiac markers

C
• Age > 55 M; > 65 F, typical angina or intermediate suspicion
• ST $\Delta s \geq 0.5$ mm; resolve when asymptomatic
• Normal cardiac markers

D
• Atypical chest pain, low clinical suspicion
• No new significant ECG changes
• Normal cardiac markers

E
• Clearly noncoronary

Symptoms concerning for ACS

No

PCI follow-up

Yes

Admit to Cardiology

Active CP or CP in past 2 hours

Abnormal

Normal

Rest myocardial perfusion imaging with Tc 99m

Medical management

Medical management

Medical management

Results normal?

No

PCP follow-up with outpatient stress test

Yes

PCP follow-up with outpatient stress test

PCP follow-up

DEFINITIONS:

1 Typical angina:
   1) Substernal chest pain or discomfort that is 2) provoked by exertion or emotional stress and 3) relieved by rest and/or nitroglycerin

2 Cardiac marker timing: based on symptom onset; in cases of uncertainty assume symptom onset at ED arrival

3 ECG normal: no significant ST depression/T wave inversions, BBB, LVH with repolarization, conduction defect, digoxin effect

4 Anginal equivalent:
   • Any symptoms that the physician feels may represent ACS
   • Exertional dyspnea—most common anginal equivalent symptom

5 ACS:
   • STE-ACS—1 mm ST elevation in 2 leads
   • NSTE-ACS
     – NSTEMI—positive cardiac biomarkers
     – Unstable angina—ischemia with negative biomarkers

6 New significant ECG changes:
   • ST $\Delta s \geq 0.5$ mm; resolve when asymptomatic
   • ST depression ≥ 1 mm in 2 leads
   • T wave inversion ≥ 2 mm in 2 leads

7 Regadenoson is preferred agent for chemical nuclear stress test. Technitium Tc-99m tetrofosmin is the preferred tracer.

Fig. 56.2  Evaluation of patients for acute coronary syndrome (ACS). CAD, Coronary artery disease; CP, chest pain; CRI, chronic renal insufficiency; ECG, electrocardiogram; ED, emergency department; h/o, history of; LBBB, left bundle branch block; NSTEMI, non–ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; PCP, primary care physician; PVD, peripheral vascular disease; STE, ST-segment elevation; STEMI, ST-segment elevation myocardial infarction; UA, unstable angina.
**DOCUMENTATION**

A description of the patient’s symptoms should include onset, duration, severity, location, quality, context, associated symptoms, and modifying factors.

Documentation of a past family history of early coronary heart disease or acute coronary syndromes provides useful risk stratification information.

A social history of smoking or the use of cocaine should be documented.

Nuclear imaging documentation should include the patient’s last episode of chest discomfort, particularly whether a radiopharmaceutical was injected during the chest discomfort.

The clinician needs to justify an extended period of evaluation by documenting the need for further risk stratification and observation.

---

**SUMMARY**

Cardiac imaging is an important component in the evaluation of patients seen in the ED with chest discomfort. Astute clinicians should understand the benefits and limitations of each modality and should incorporate appropriate imaging into the framework of the institution, its resources, and its physician collaborators.
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